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UN President Romulo To Visit Campus
Debate Team
Takes 2nd In
Tournament

Noted Filipino To Speak
At University Assembly
Scheduled For Jan. i8

Outstanding Award
Given To Minsky

Event Announced By President Hauck
Wins Immediate Student Acclaim

The Maine Debate Team won
•-•cond place in the second annual
Tufts Invitational Debate "rtmrminium last week end. Leonard
Minsky, of Maine, received an
in,livijual award as one of the
two Iwst speakers of the tournament. Eighty debaters from 20
eastern United States colleges
an‘l universities participated in
the debates.
Maine established itself as a connder for the championship by up
,tting defending champion Georgew n University in the 4)pening round.
In subseement rounds. Maine defeated
Sufflilk. American International. Rutr,„ Vermont. and tw41 teams fr;41n
.ston University.
Lose To Dartmouth
The Maine debaters gained entry
iuto the final round with Dartmouth
!iv def.ating Temple Univt r
.
Dartimputh was declared winner of
:lie championship debate by a 3-2 vide
,,f the judges.
At the conclusion of the tournament.
Was ann(mwed that Stanley Barrecca. Boston University. and Nlinskv '
::ad been selected by the judges as
the outstaoding speakers of the event.:
In addition to these Ikauors. the
Maine affirmative team was the only
undefeated affirmative team in the enti niniament.
They w,in 6%1:
-traight debates.
Team And Opponents
Members of the Maine team wet,
roh \loran and Don Waring. affirm,
an:l George Brountas and Leoi
ar41 Minsky. negative. The subjec
•b band was nationalization of ba,i,
Luited States industries.
Other colleges participating were
!larvard. Curry. Emerson. Rhode
;.1..,11. Northeastern. Tufts. .\mbt,rst.
'it. Holyoke. and Eordham.

Pica Deadline Dec. 9
:Hie final deadline for all picture
fs to be turned into the Prism
ffice at 211 East Annex will be Fri"
,iay.

By

thin

ral Carlos i
Round( m. president of tile
iiltet I Nati,in;
General Assembly, will address the student body and fak-ulty on
Wednesday morning. an. 18. it was aim' unced today bv l're,ident
Arthur A. Hauck.
General Romulo's speech at ael
General Assembly in the Memorial Gymnasium is expected to
draw v,i(le attention in view of .
the present international sitttaGent.

masque Picv
FIrq Nigh e r

Students Applaud
of General Romulo's
scheduled appearance here, James McBrady, president of the General Senate. said. -General Romulo's address
here shows the great interest the University is taking in order to get the
!, best speakers possible to address the
student body."

\vb. told

Well Received
.1\1.\g!L., N

Last vvening. at t7ie Lita Theatre,
the Masque.. current production,
"M uch Ado Ab,,ut
turned
out to be !Intel' ado atii(ut -mime thing
as far as the theatre au•li•i•ce was
Neil Matheson. an Alter student, incernol.
said, "We hear a great deal about the
As the final curtain fell amid enU. N. through the papers and radio. thusia•tic applause. general consensus
hi that it was th best cnim-dy ever
%% ell have an opportunity to hear
atm iut it first hand. It should be very staged by the Masque. The four-day
ruu \A ill ciimiC1M11.•
interestii''.'
A Itelightftel E%csiiint
•'Important To Know"
Sid E,Am,m, editor of the Pine
The impressionistic •et and acting,
Needle. declared, "It's important for mc vari-ty ,4 the scrii,t. ci medy.
His Excellency, Ambassador Carlos P. komula President
of the fourth regular session of the General Assembly of the 'bolay's students to km-lw what's going I rama. si.:.ging. dancing. and a hint of
on outside their own back yards. Here's -kr.stick. L-oinbi:led to bring to the
United Nations. Chief of the Philippine Mission to the United
a p 11111 chance to gather a little first audience a delightful evening of enterNations. Chief Delegate of the Philippines on the Far Eastern
kand informati4in about the U. N• tainmeut.
Cf inunission in Washington. D. C.. who rill address the student
Thanks to the University for such inbody in a general a--emblY
llem,Hal Gymnasium. Wedre-tert-ting .spealsers—and let's be on
day. Jan. 18.
Fitct:
:ict;ne.. His
hard to listen."
facial e lires•i((ns \Olen 1... !earned
Still another student. Bill Robert- that th.. -harp-ti.ngutd ite;oeict. 1„vt.d
iin.
-This assembly presents an
were
invaluable opportunity to broaden our
Iii Hole of Beatrice
knowledge of the world and its ma1...1aint, Ie.-I:hart. iii the role of
chinery-- let's go and stay to its con,
!!1r1-1).II, r gracePAL:rice.
clusi.
i if gesture and ith•vein.rit Nye-re
fulness
Helped Form
Philippine Delega- twantiftil to watch.
\ :
The animal Christmas Vespers pro- senille.
‘Vliitc'.. ‘,.!!:,!;iy and it( .1,
tion to the United Nations Conference
J:,,. IIca:
gram. traditiimally an outstanding
a pi rfecti(.41
in San 17rancisct• ill 1945, General
Schumann- C.!re Club. Romulo aidel in shaping the formation
character r(ilcs. Bill Iltyne as
feature of the musical season here.
v. ill ic given int December 11. at
Pri .:e '..ii nal : .
Thides. P ir- oI Ca: 4.:-earization and because of his con:1 e‘atchilan. and Ted Jennison
),,gb,..rry. hronght the honse ,!iwu
4:15 p.m.. ill the Memorial Gym.
Pomese—Congregltion. Glee Chill.
vi irk in tl,u sticce(ding sessions. he
ith honzliter v. it71 some of their :1,:,tics.
rolliming is the complete program Orchestra.
\ as t leett 41 • re•ident (if the fiateth
of the Christmas Vespers service:
I or,/. t wiz Thoa 'lir regular session w hie)) 414mM on Sept. , Dick Buck and Joe Zabri-kit played
Pre,-es:
Ch4o-al Preludes: Good Netcs :few!? Lips. Byrd -Paul Payson. Cant 'r 21) of this year.
their roles with :trial §.T1:•iii. hailing
Heozvn the .ingets
Pachelbel ; (dory to God in the Highest, Pergu1i.14e,.. t'•at thty \el le liming
Puring the war Romulo served as on:..
• 'c Come. BacI• Brass En(Continued on Page Five)
(Continued on Pape Fifth!)
a !ln
-

Annual Vespers Service
Offers 'Varied Program

Four Maine Co-Eds Join Salvation Army For Good Day's Work
By BETTY JANE

LAnn

Last Saturday I worked for the Salvation Army. Three other girls and
went to Bangor and offered our ser•jces. Marilyn Hoyt and 1 wanted to
get a feature on some charity organi/ation and persuaded our roommates.
.ait McKeig am! Barbara LaPoonty.
go %vial us.
I
We had planned to wear the unirills complete with bonnets and go
lit on the street to help the cause. You
can well imagine the situations we

rri.jected ,urselves into during the street. We waited there until we saw friends went to sell the V1•ar Cry
Wca preceding our assignment. Fi- the familiar bonnet of an Army work- throughout the Bangor business dis'rally, after we had exhausted our er and followed her through a small trict. while my roommate and I went
imaginatit ills. Saturday arrived ...by door at the back of the building.
to ring the bell at the kettle in front
that time some of us were wishing that
of
Freese's.
Fleming
Captain
looked rather
we had never thought of the idea.
amazed when he saw us. NVe told him
It wasn't long before we began to
The Salvation headquarters in Ban- we wanted to do charity work and he feel our part. We were constantly
got- is just opposite the Brass Rail. I seemed pleased to have our assistance. snubbed by some people and encourWe found it. Holding our heads high Five minutes later 1 found myself back aged by more sympathetic holiday
we sailed through a likely looking on the street loaded down with the shoppers. The one thing we agreed on
flo..r. tm find ourselves in the lobby of Army magazine. The War Cry, and was: It was the perslin: you didn't
mu nun's hotel. Hastily we mumbled a vollection can in my hand.
(Aped to give who tossed a coin into
We separated then. Two of my . the kettle.
ill".1.)Pies and backed out onto the

We worked all afternoon and successfully sold the magazines besides
encouraging pople to contriimte. During that time my friends and I found
ourselves with a new set of values.
licrealter. when we see the traditional
bonnet and the wire covered kettle,
we'll stop and think of the siwial work
and field services this organi/atiim has
sponsored successfully. Well also
think of the hard work that gews into
the collection of the funds.

Orono, Maine, December 8. 19 I *
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ik.lb Clinic Success, Dutch Election
Scholarship
States Brockway; To
Re Feature
Applications
B;9 Aid To Students
Of ice Revue
Now Available
Student interest in the Job Clinic
established by Placement Director
Philip J. Brockway has been eminently satisfactory, according to reports received from participating students and from the director of the

All students wishing to apply for
scholarships for the school year of
1950-51 should obtain application
forms at once from the Office of
Student Aid and Placement, 66 Liprogram.
brary. Application forms should be
Mr. Brockway states that about 60
completed and returned to that office
students started with the first training
by January 10.
approximately the same
Scholarships are awarded on the group and that
finished
the five-meeting pronumber
basis of the following: (1) financial
gram.
need; (2) scholastic standing; (3)
Student interest is summed up in the
campus leadership. A minimum point
statement of Alan Darrel of Theta
average of 2.0 is required for any Chi, a prospective February graduconsideration.
ate: "The program has been very
All applications will be reviewed beneficial to me and gives very good
by the University Scholarship Com- service, especially to those students
mittee and awards will be announced who find difficulty in writing letters
at Scholarship Recognition Day in of application or in filling out the
many necessary forms."
May.

The outdoor ice review will be the
scene o; the coronation of the Maine
Carnival King and Queen on Jan. 13.
the first day of what promises to be a
gala two-day event.
A so-called Dutch election will be
held for the students whereby the
voters will cast their ballots for the
opposite sex only, according to the
Winter Carnival committee. The committee revealed that each fraternity
and men's dormitory will select a
candidate for Carnival Queen. Offcampus men will also choose a candidate for this honor.
Two male prospects will be selected
for Carnival King by each of the
women's dormitories, while off-campus women will nominate one candidate for this position.

THE bu PONT-

DIGEST
FOR STUDENTS OF SCIENCE AND ENGINFERING

Co!onel To Be Yuletide Party
Cu
Chosen At Bail In Fstabrooke
Du
On Wednesday Sa
Advanced ROTC students are being
issued their uniforms so they, too,
may appear at the Military Ball in
uniform. Although tuxedos will undoubtedly be worn by many of the
students, service and ROTC uniforms
are expected to be more popular.
The Scabbard & Blade, sponsor of
the annual Military Ball, will highlight the evening's dance with the
crowning of a new Honorary Lieutenant Colonel to replace Elaine Lockhart.
Elaine's successor was elected by
a general vote of the student body
at the polls in the Library Tuesday,
and her name is known only to those
lucky few who helped count the ballots. She will receive her commission
and an inscribed loving cup during the
intermission ceremony.
Al Corey and his twelve-piece band
will play for the Military Ball.

The reaction of methanol with
carbon monoxide leads to acetic acid,
which is a well-known industrial
chemical. By the same synthesis but
substituting ethanol for methanol,
propionic acid is obtained. From it
come the "Mycoban" sodium and
calcium propionates that retard
mold and rope in bakery products.
Synthesis in the Future

Today Du Pont manufactures some
120 different items that are partly
or wholly dependent upon elevated

CARBON MONOXIDE...
FRIEND OF MAN
Thanks to high-pressure synthesis,it now leads a usefullife
To the man on the street, carbon
monoxide is just a poisonous gas that
sometimes causes tragic deaths when
it escapes from the exhaust of an
automobile or from a poorly tended
furnace.
Outside of the chemical field, few
people are aware that, properly used,
it is a very real friend of man. In the
last 25 years, during which catalytic

You'd hardly associate carbon monoxide with anti-freeze. But at temperatures from 300 to 450°C. and
under pressures of 1500 to 15,000
pounds per square inch,carbon monoxide and hydrogen unite to form
methanol—a colorless liquid from
which is made "Zerone" anti-rust
anti-freeze for automobiles. From
methanol and carbon monoxide as
raw materials, ethylene glycol for
"Zerex" anti-freeze is produced.

A. J. Hill, Jr., Ph.D. Org., Yale '44 and F. F.
Holub, Ph.D. Org., Duke '49 carrying out an
experiment on a new method for purifying
carbon monoxide. The large furnace in this
apparatus operates at 1200'C.

Plastics and Anti-Freeze

Methanol is used also to make a
large number of compounds such as
formaldehyde and methyl methacrylate. The former goes into ureaand phenol-formaldehyde plastics for
light fixtures, radio cabinets, hardware, utensils, and electrical equipment. The latter is the basic material for "Lucite" acrylic resin with
its many uses.

A. H. Emery, Jr., M.S. Ch.E., M.I.T.'49 and
M. J. Roedel, Ph.D. Org., Michigan '40 inspecting a high-pressure batch reactor taken
from the shaker tube assembly after a run to
make 3,5,5-trimethylhexanol.

and high-pressure chemical techniques have been highly developed,
carbon monoxide has become a keystone of industrial synthesis.
Scientists have found that under
the proper conditions of high pressure and temperature, carbon monoxide, in combination with other
substances, can be converted to a
variety of useful products. These or
their derivatives range from an acid
used in tanning hides to the sparkling plastics in milady's boudoir.

pressures. However, the possibilities
have by no means been exhausted.
Just recently, for example, chemists
have been learning how to use carbon monoxide in "up-grading" certain petroleum hydrocarbons to give
interesting alcohols. One of these,
3,5,5-trimethylhexanol, is prepared
from diisobutylene by reaction with
carbon monoxide and hydrogen.
College-trained men and women
interested in working in this field at
Du Pont may share in discoveries as
outstanding as any yet achieved.
Because of the wide scope of
Du Pont's activities,young graduates
in many different fields have opportunities to select the careers that
prove to suit them best as their abilities and interests develop.

Cifipop
BETTER THINGS FOR BITTER LIVING
...THROUGH CHEMISTRY
R. L. Stearns, B.S. Ch.E., Yale '49 and
H. Peterson. B.S. Ch.E.. Northeastern Univ.
'42 checking a multi-stage carbon monoxide
compressor used in semi-works operations.

Entertaining, Informative— Luiten to -Cavalcade

ofAmerica" Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast

A Christmas party for foreign students on the campus w ill be given
Wednesday, Dec. 14, at 7:30 p.m. in
South Estabrooke Hall by the OronoOld Town Branch, American Association of University Women.
The feature of the program will be
a forum, "Toward Peace," with
foreign students taking part.
Students on the panel are: Lawrence
Evans, England. chairman: Remigio
E. Agpato, the Philippines: Mating
Shwe Htoo, Burma; Mogens Knochel.
Denmark; Nicole Josette Moatti.
Antonios
Papadapoulos.
France;
Greece; and Aruthur Schoedel, Gersnany.
The program is in charge of the
international relations committee of
the AAUW. Mrs. Himy B. Kirshen
is chairman.
Hostesses are Mrs. Walter Witham, chairman, Mrs. Edwin Giddings.
Mrs. Theodore C. Weiler, Miss Constance Burgess, Mrs. Wilson B.
(Stallworthy, Mrs. Arthur Stevens,
Mrs. Anthony Jochems. and Mrs.
Marian S. Webster.

Fraternity Changes
Not Expected For
Consdercb!e, Time
In spite of the urgent tone of the
resolution passed by the National Interfraternity Council at their las!
meeting concerning discrimination. the
prevailing trend of thought here at the
University of Maine is to the effect
that there will be little, if any. immediate change.
Tom Collins, head of the Interfraternity Council. who attended the meeting in Washington, believes that while
this is the beginning of a new trend.
results will not be evident until after
the biennial meetings of the various
national fraternities.
Robert Worrick, assistant to the
Dean of Men, summed it up in almost
the same words. He expressed the
view that "the resolution will not he
felt here on the campus for a considerable time due to the complex machinery of the national fraternities."

Watson Conducting
Flammable Tests
Porfessor Harry D. Watson, head
of the department of mechanical engineering, is now conducting tests of
appliances using inflammable fluids.
This testing is in accordance with the
provisions of a law passed by the state
legislature at its last session.
Particular emphasis is placed on
fire and explosion hazards.
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Home Ec Clubs Meet Pine Needle's
At State House;
Fail
Maine Girls Attend
' Issue Goes

On Sale Today

The State House in Augusta was the
scene for the meeting of the Maine
State College Home Economics Club
last Sat., Dec. 3. The purpose of the
meeting was to further cooperation
among home economics clubs in the
Maine colleges and also to promote a
better understanding between the
American Home Economics Association and the clubs in their various colleges.
The University of Maine was represented by the president of the local
club, Margaret Batson; state club
treasurer, Elizabeth Shaw; past president of the state club, Martha Fogler;
and the co-advisers of the organization, Dr. Katherine Miles and Miss
Esther Martin.

BY JIM BARROWS

The five cent cup of coffee will
take its place in history along with
the nickel cigar next year when the
University Store Company will raise
its price to conform to recent market
trends.
Harold L. Bruce, manager of the
University Store Company, stated
that "in all probability we'll go up to
eight cents, but we won't be sure
until the first of the year."
This move occurs .as a delayed reaction to the upward surge of wholesale coffee prices caused by a drought
which ruined almost half the coffee
crop of Brazil, world's leading coffee
producer, and Guatemalan floods
which have seriously damaged coffee
crops in that country.
Many restaurants throughout the
nation have already been forced to
The first real snowstorm of the season has produced two
raise coffee prices to ten cents a cup,
fine
twins—twin
snowmen, that is. Here they are being admired
evhile shoppers may have to face the
A master clock, complete with buzby
four
co-eds
from
Colvin Hall. The co-eds. not the snowmen,
erospect of dollar-a-pound coffee. No
zer,
will be placed
the second floor
are, left to right. Elinor Hansen, Mary Hastings, Barbara
immediate relief is in sight.
the
\real]
library
the stairs.
of
over
Nrwholl Photo
DeCormier, and Anna Whited.
Considerable losses would occur by
Louis 1bbotson, librarian, has an'reening the price of the coffe constant.
' notmced. Preparations for the placing
Bruce pointed out, due to the fracof the clock are now underway.
ti,- nal profits which keep the Book
smaller clocks will be
''' everal
sa
Store and Carnegie running. At these
i pft positions in the
.:110C;US
ttvo havens for the weary, students
...,
. eariools rooms throughout the library.
consume about 150 pounds of coffee
Mr. Boyd F. Pike, VA training i Mr. il,t;•its-on also stated that the
to eh wee7,:, or
tons annually,
Brad Shaw. chairman of the General o1cr xvilo has been at the University ; former engineering drafting room on
7:-;:ce estimated.
17.1 tkor will he converted
Senate Elections Committee, has an- of Maine
since 1946, has recert'e been • 1!:e :• ,. :e:
The current hike in prices is an nounced
that the new-type class elecinto a rea(..ing room.
tranrt-rl to the VA Center at
raijustzrent to the average food price tion procedure is
being well received.
increase, which from October 1939 Approximately 60
petitions for class Togus.
Oper-:1 Auditions Open
to October 1949 has risen 97.8q. orticer candidates have been
issued.
Mr. Theodore Littlefield, who has
o bile coffee's price increased only
Auditions for the Kurt Weill opera,
Those who have taken out petitions worked in the Bangor office since the
70.1% for the same period.
"Down in the Valley," which the
already, and those who are planning start of the VA program, will
No shortage of coffee is expected,
be at
music department will present next
to take them out, are reminded that
despite the rise in prices, unless—as
the University mornings Monda).spring, will be held this evening at
the deadline for their return is 5 p.m.,
some store managers fear—buyers
7 o'clock in Carnegie Hall.
Monday, Dec. 12. All petitions will be through Friday.
trt to boarding.
checked for validity upon receipt by
the Elections Committee. Petitions
are now available at the Dean of Men's
and Dean of Women's Office.
Following a thorough check of all
The University Store Company, in petition signatures, the names of the
cooperation with radio station WABI, nominated candidates will be compiled
will sponsor the radio broadcasting in ballot form. The class elections
of the ten Maine home games to be will take place within two weeks fol; layed in Memorial Gym during the lowing Christmas vacation.
Members of the committee are Brad
asketball season this winter.
Harold Bruce, manager of the Uni- Shaw, Phil Ward. Marilyn Seavey.
versity Store Company, stated that Dick Spencer, and Alvan Mersky.
this.move was being made since "all
the students can't go to the games
Sorority To Entertain
9 W ARM,SOFT, ALL \\ OOL SWEATERS
because there's no room for them.
Christmas
Beta
hold
This will also help the University out
Phi
its
l'i
et ill
1-ecause they're turning away out- vesper tea for new faculty members
e ATTRACTIVE JEWELRY
until 4
-iders. which is hurting public rela- Sunday, Dec. 11, from 2
tions.'
p.m. in North F.tabrooke.
•SCARFS AND SQUARES

This year's first issue of the Pine
Needle went on sale today at noon,
featuring sections covering fall sports,
campus glamour, fall fashions, stories
and poems, and cartoons.
Copies are on sale at the bookstore, Carnegie lounge, and the Dunn
Hall canteen.
Published by students of the University, the magazine will have three
more issues during the remainder of
the school year.
Pine Needle is inaugurating a
new staff organization with this issue.
The new set-up will be based on standard departmental organization, as is
followed by most other publications.
Under the new organization, the
staff positions are as follows: editor,
Sid Folsom; managing editor, Steve
Riley; features editor, Joe Zabriskie;
literary editor, Kinley Roby; make-up
editor, Ray Keough; fashion editors,
Vera Edfors and Ginny Stickney;
business manager, Dave Gamber ; advertising manager, Bob Taylor; and
circulation manager. Jerry Kominsky.

Master C!ock Soon
To Hang In Library

Petition System
Proves Poo/Aar

VA Trainino OTrer
. i:, ,trz--.tegic
Trcinser .. :-,•,•..1

Home Hoop Games
To Be Broadcast

New Regtsiration Plan
Does Away With Lines
The colleges ox the Uldversity have
announced that rLgistra'Con will 110
longer tal:e place in Memorial Gym.
Insteal the student will register in
Itoz own spare ti it v.-itlx,ut having to
stand in line.
The student will pick up his registration material from his (It ac's office
re I vi,it all the departmeots as usual.
Put tile departments %yin not be set
up in the gym. This move will prev(ot much ,.1 the rosIting end linirg-up
of the past.

LOVELY GIFTS
for "HER"

•

SAY "MERRY CHRISTMAS"

• • HANDSOME ROBES
•
9 FINE IMPORTED HANDKERCHIEFS

e BEAUTIFUL GLOVES
MUSICAL GIFTS

LINO

Is

Page Three

'
HANDSOMELY STYLED BLOUSES
•SMART DRESSES
•FINE TOILETRIES

MUSICAL POWDER BOXES
MUSICAL STUFFED ANIMALS
RADIOS—PHONOGRAPHS

AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER ATTRACTIVE GIFT
ITEMS THAT ''SHE" WILL LOVE!

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

ANDREWS MUSIC HOUSE
118 Main St.

Bangor

FREESE'S

MAINE'S
GREAT
STORE

Page
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Missed Point
To the Editor: In last week's issue
of the Cam pus there appeared an editorial protesting the conduct of the
student body at the last student assembly. It is my belief that this
article missed the point of the injustice done Mr. Pankey by so much
that it is disgraceful. The article
blames the students for offering "—a
prime example of a woeful case of
distorted values."
The fact is that any causes of "a
woeful case of distorted values" rest
directly in the laps of the University
personnel responsible for the assembly. Had the person responsible for
the actual assembly program any
common sense whatsoever, he would
have mentioned to Mr. Pankey's
manager on advance receipt of the
baritone's program, that the time allotted for the assembly was nowhere
near sufficient to allow for eighteen
numbers.
Furthermore, had the personnel responsible for the presentation of the
program been awake, they would have
realized that as time ran out it was
necessary for many students to leave
for important classes, dining hall
work, and various other compulsory
reasons. They could have had an ann)uncement made to the affect that
the assembly would be continued after
time was given for the departure of
those who had to leave.
The University must continue to
function even though an assembly is
taking place. Classes must be held
and unfortunately "Prof. Schmoo"
who is giving a lecture or an exam
on "the evolution of the Mongolian
Igloo" is not interested in Why the
student was unable to attend class.
If the University authorities will not
plan their assemblies accordingly and
give sufficient time for them, the innocent and much abused student body
should not have to shoulder the blame.
—C. MARTIN BERMAN
Ed. note: With humble respect we
bow to Mr. Berman's slightly heated
opinion. However, if Mr. Berman
will kindly wipe the blinding fury
from his eyes he will discover that the
editorial he so charmingly alludes to
is pointed in the saute direction that
the above letter is.
For the benefit of Mr. Berman
and other persons who missed the
point, let us say that the naughty,
naughty administration teas at fault.
and the "innocent and much abused
student body" was once again the
victim of foul, dastardly, administrative play. lithe thought is not clear
now drop another line and we'll say
it again.
After all, all we have to lose is
our chains.
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voter. It follows that the petition What's The Score?
must be discarded. Then the votes of
To the Editor: It may intereNt you
40 voters have been wasted.
to know that there is an intramural
The election committee also ruled basketball league functioning on camthat a person may sign only one peti- pus, though we would hardly realize
tion for each class office. (Which,
it from the scant (if any) publicity
incidentally, is directly opposite to the it receives in the Campus. I. like
plan as presented to the General many others, would like to know
Senate. There was a great deal of what the team standings are, the
discussion on this point but apparently scores of the games played during
the election committee went over the the week.
heads of the Senate in ruling this
Intramural basketball is the largest
way.) Perhaps this w ill eliminate activity on campus, in which hundreds
having a primary to cut down the of students participate every season.
number of candidates on the final Therefore, it is only fair that this
ballot, but is it a democratic way of activity should receive proper recogproviding everyone a chance to be- nition in the Campus.
come a candidate. You may have two
—BOB FALCON!
friends who want to be class presiEd. note: Two points for 'au. We
dent, but chances are that you will plan to run a standing of intramural
sign the petition of the first per5on teams when space permits. The .1.01,
who sees you without knowing the of compiling this standing is np,-,,
other friend plans to run.
Want PP

TH1
WI'

Frat Initiations Violate Code
Fraternities are here to stay. So is Hell Week, so it seems.
But the fraternities have been abusing their rights in regard
to initiation of pledges. Last week, in their spirit of fun, they
kept the University awake each night until approximately 4 a.tn.
by marching their shouting pledges around the campus, pounding drums and singing jolly old drinking songs.
This is in violation of the Interfraternity Council code.
which states that each fraternity shall restrict its nighttime activities—during Hell Week—to its own house.
We think that is a sound rule, and feel that its soundness
Was demonstrated last week by the violating fraternities. No
one likes to be wakened in the wee hours of the morn ; even the
fraternities will agree to that.
If the brothers want to subject their pledges to such tortures as paddling, counting the pickets in the fence surrounding
Mt. Hope cemetery, and beer-drinking at Pat's, that's up to
them and their pledges. The pledges expect it anyway. But
such stunts as clogging Carnegie in the evening with weirdly
dressed hopefuls, and singing nasty ditties to the girls' dorms
Rater midnight, are not funny—at least not to the non-fraternity element.
In all fairness, it should be mentioned here that some of
the fraternities did restrict their activities to their houses. But
some of them didn't.
What is the solution? Possibly the Interfraternity Council,
made up of fraternity members, closes its eyes when Zeta Beta
Zeta frolics through the campus, issuing loud challenges to other
frats.
If this be the case, we need a more powerful council—one
that will enforce its regulations.
• • •

Good For The Bookstore

The patchwork tie comes to Maine

According To St. James
BY DICK
The home basketball season gets
under way tonight and the gym will
be filled to capacity if past years are
any indication of what to expect.
And, as in past years, the gym will
probably echo the sound of unwarranted boos and jeers all during the
game.
But we don't want it to be like that,
do we? Of course we don't. Boos
are unsportsmanlike, boos show ignorance. boos make jackasses out of
people. And above all, boos give
visiting teams and fans the impression
that Maine students are unfair, or
usually just plain jerks.
The booing, we realize, comes
from a minority of the students, but
it only takes one jeering voice to attract attention when the gym is
quiet. The booing minority can give
Maine a reputation as it has other
schools in the past. And that ain't
good.
We've noticed at games in the last
couple of years that the boos are
liable to come anywhere. Suppose a
Pale Blue player climbs all over an
opponent's back in attempting to block
a shot. The referee calls a foul and
immediately all hell breaks loose as
boos, catcalls, and four letter words

Sr.

JAMES

burst forth in pear-shaped tones. So
it's passed off as school spirit.
Then a minute later an opponent
gets a strangle hold on a Maine player
and beats him lightly around the
head and shoulders with a riding
crop. So the referee, with all the confidence in the world, calls a foul
against the opponent. So what do we
get. cheers? Naw, we get more boos,
catcalls, and four-letter words.
It doesn't seem to make any difference who's winning the game.
either. If Maine was forty points
ahead we'd still hear the boos. Likewise if they were forty behind.
The jeerers are the most insincere
fans in the gym, even though they
might seem to fancy themselves as
just the opposite. The most sincere
people are the ones who cheer when
things are going their way or when
the team is fighting it out in a close
game.
•
So tonight when you're at the game,
watch yourself. Don't say boo unless
you're trying to scare somebody.
Be like Sludgcy. You know what
he does when the referee's decisions
don't suit him? He heaps coals of
fire on their heads. He keeps his trap
shut.

Barrels and barrels of cheers go to the bookstore for the
decision to broadcast all the home basketball games over station
WABI this year.
In view of the possibility of a winning Pale Blue five this
season, it is highly probable that the gym will be filled to capacity every night of a game, and there will be many loyal fans
who will be unable to gain entrance to the contests.
The seating acapacity of the gym is reported to be under
3,000, and the number of students at Maine totals around 4,800.
Hence, it is evident that there will be many who will appreciate
a play by play account by a capable announcer. Oh, for television!
BY MARILYN WYMAN
There are many of those who remember several games last
Most of the co-eds on campus are neck out and remedy the situation.
year (the Rhode Island game, for instance) when they were 'thinking of tomorrow's Military
Ball, Their answer was to eliminate the
forced to stand in the lobby or outside of the hall and listen to some of last week's
initiates are still theory that the class offices are
the cheers of the lucky ones inside.
asleep, and Mr. Bricker is worrying honorary. Instead they should be apThe next thing to the radio cure would be to kill off half through another of the great bard's plied for, and awarded to deserving
persons, providing that they place a
of the student body, thereby allowing the remainder to be com- accomplishments.
"An energetic election committee" petition for nomination, signed by 50
fortable, or to double the size of Memorial Gym, making it even
recently inaugurated a new method classmates before the election commitpossible for outsiders to attend.
for
naming class officers. This so- tee.
It seems evident that the owners of our campus store have
called petition system means that the
But suppose, in checking the petichosen the most practical and desirable method for trying to voters must accept a new philosophy tions. one with 50 names is found, one
please everyone. Thanks.
before they go to the polls or sign the name being that of a non-qualified

PETTICOAT ANGLES

• • •

One Down;18 To Go
The laural wreath of the week goes to Coach Rome Rankin
und his Battlin' Bears for their defeat of Bates College last
Saturday at Lewiston.
Despite several altercations, the Bears combined a strong
defense with a just-strong-enough offense to take the State
!Series opener.
A special wreath goes to Maine guard Jack Christie who
provided the spark by swishing six shots in a row through the
thets.
Larry Pinkham
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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BUSINESS MANAGER
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petitions.
In the past, the office of class president, or the other executive positions,
has been an honorary title, with little
involved except being present at the
class formal, standing in the receiving line, and serving as a member of
the General Senate.
Last year some of the more ambitious souls on campus wrote a class
constitution, which was accepted by
all classes at the spring elections.
This supposedly made more definite
the job of the class officers. But as is
the generally prevailing practice on
campus, the president did not become
a bigger wheel and immediately find
himself with bills to sign or veto and
all the other minor details that Mr.
Truman gets paid thousands of dollars yearly for doing.
So the election committee, like all
good committees, decided to stick its
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OPERA HOUSE

Kindly Notice the Collar!

BIJOU

Dee. 7, 8, 9
"AND BABY MAKES
THREE"
Robert Young, Barbara Hale
Robert Hutton, Billie Burke
Dee. 10, 11, 12, 13
"FIGHTING MAN OF THE
PLAINS"
Randolph Scott. Bill Williams.
Victor Jory. Jane Nigh

PEP UP YOUR PIPE WITH
HEINE'S BLEND ...

*Better Feminine Appeal!
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Dec. 9, 10
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Calendar

FREESE S MEYS SHOPS

THE SMOKING TOBACCO
WITH A FI.F.A.* DEGREE!
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VariedProgram
university
Will Highlight
VesoerProgram • •

Eilit.;r's note: In order to include 8:15 pan.—Masque production.
"Much Ado About Nothing."
for the follozting Thurs-!
iformation
n
I feel in a very sentimental mood tree, colorful with lights, a fireplace !
'
Little Theatre.
'
requested
Calendar,
it
i
s
the
in
1
this week, with the first snowfall I built just for Santa, and even old I
p.m.—Military Ball, Memorial
9
ortlanir;ati.ins
having
functions
all
that
(Continued from Page Ow)
(probably should spout some of John' Saint Nick himself, with a red blinkGym.
that day send in the information to the
Greenleaf at this moment). the Christ;e..—Glee Club; Pastorale (from the CaMPUS. This iVill enable US to include 9 p.m.—Woodchoppers Ball, Alpha
er in his nose (the Phi Kaps must
mas spirit edging in under the door,
Gamma Rho house.
Corelli— news for the Thursday of pithlicotion
"Christmas
Concerto).
and scads of pin- have been thinking of Rudolph) addfollowing Thursday in our SATURDAY, DEC. 10
for
the
Land
Orchestra.
flings and en- ed to the gaiety of the party. Ray
iCalendar
8:15 p.m.—Basketball—Bowdoin
gagements star- Downs and his orchestra furnished the ' The Prophecy: Isaiah IX: Verses THURSDAY. DEC. 8
at Orono, Memorial Gym.
2, 6. 7—Emil B. Winter
ing me in the dance music.
7 p.m.—Chemical Engineers Club, SUNDAY, DEC. 11
face.
Carols: The Carol of the Russian
On Saturday. the Phi Kaps and
362 Aubert Hall.
8,9, 10, 11 a.m.—Our Lady of
I,for one,would their dates gathered at the house for a I Children. Arranged by Gaul: The 7 p.m.—Glee Club rehearsal.
Wisdom Chapel.
like to play Santa buffet supper followed by a songfest ! Shepherds and the Inn (Mexican),
Carnegie Foyer.
11 a.m.—MCA Non-sectarian
Claus and dole and dancing. George Soucie, assisted! Arranged by Gaul—The Innkeeper: 7 p.m.—Scabbard and Blade,
service, Little Theatre.
out best wishes by his little elves. "Rock" Pooler Kenneth Closson: The Three Shep15 Coburn Hall.
2 p.m.—Nativity play, Little
and loads of hap- and Rod Footman, distributed the herds: Richard Ayotte. Charles Fas- 7:30 p.m.—OCUNIMO, Carnegie
Theatre.
piness to the fol- presents from the tree among the sett. Donald Lord; Lullay My Liking
Lounge.
4:15 p.m.—Christmas Vespers
lowing good little girls. Appropriate poems went with I (Medieval, Aranged by Hoist—Solo- 8 p.m.—Canterbury Club. 1 Allen
program, Memorial Gym.
MARILYN
boys and girls.
each gift, and John Gagne will long ist: Lila Zimmerman; Noel,. Brett—
Road, Orono.
7 p.m.—Our Lady of Wisdom
G
Glee Club.
be known as the poet laureate.
8:15 p.m.—Basketball—Colby at
Chapel.
Pinned:
The
Gospel
Story
of
Christmas:
Orono.
WEDNESDAY,
DEC. 14
dance
Sigma
Chi
had
an
informal
Muriel Applebee, Enfield. to
Luke
verses 1-16—Emil B. Win- FRIDAY, DEC.9
3:30 p.m.—Student-faculty social
Saturday
night
sponsored
by
the
Frank Potenzo, Sigma Chi: Martha
hour, Home Economics Lounge,
Pledge class. During intermission, the ter; The Journey of the Magi, Bizet— 6:45 p.m.—Christmas party, Theta
Fogler, Balentine. to Don Hobbs, guests were entertained by Pledges, Orchestra; The Three Kings, Willan
Merrill Hall.
Chi house.
Sigma Chi; Pat Murphy, Balentine. Reggie "Old Dog Nye, Master of —Glee Club; Hallelrijah, Amen (Ju- 7:15 p.m.—Bridge Club. MCA
7 p.m.—Modern Dance Club,
Women's Gym.
to George Bragdon, Beta; Connie Ceremonies. Southern Comfort Pren- das Maccabeus), Handel—Glee Club
building.
Green, to Rod Martin, Delta Tau: tiss, Mouse Knoche!, Chucklet Mc- & Orchestra.
Claire Sturdley, Needham, Mass., to Kenney, Dark Brown Brown, B. 0. Recessional: Joy to the World,
Joe Goss, Phi Rap: Donna Healy, Williams, and Happy Davidson who Handel—Congregation. Glee Club, &
Bangor, to Charlie Hickson, Delta acted in a minstrel skit, while the Orchestra.
Tan; Nadine Tirld, Balentine. to Ed Pledge Band supplied the background
Nunc Dimittis: Luke II, verses 29Williams, Beta. Bowdoin; Joyce music.
32—Emil B. Winter; Silent Night.
BANGOR, MAINE
MAIN STREET
Johnston, Dover-Foxcroft. to Mike
All students are cordially invited to Holy Night, Gruber—Glee Club.
Deane, Phi Eta: Glendine Coombs, President Hauck's home Tuesday
Postlude: Fantasy on Christmas
Headquarters
Mechanic Falls. to Andy Bunker, evening, Dec. 13. 7:00 to 8:00, to join Carats. Holt—Brass Ensemble.
FOR ARROW PRODUCTS
Phi Gan).
in singing the Christmas carols.
Harriet Hutchinson, Dryden TerTKE had an informal vie dance at Freshman Noel Party
race. to George Dusty, TKE; Signe Sigma Chi last Friday evening. Don
0.11.11.110.11.111.11.V.WW.V.10.1WIA.V.V.V.V.Wlelle ill.%11
.
.V.112Ve21.%%%
To Be Held Wednesday
Swanho'im, West Hall. to Don Kel- Davis. John Shea, George Labun.
sey, Phi Mu; Mary Belle Tufts, So. Hal Houard, Ray Couture, Olaf
Freshman students are invited to
Estahrooke, to Geddy Morse, Kappa Mercier, Lloyd Dickson, and Rich- the annual Freshman Club ChristSig; Allegra Anderson, North Esta- ard Pinkham entertained the group mas party to he held Wednesday
brooke. to Mac MacLain, TKE: with an amusing skit about a hotel. night. Dec. 14. at 7:30 in the MCA
Elaine Browit, Bangor. to Ray The Fledges also added to the enter- building. Christmas readings and
Downs, Beta,
games will highlight the program.
tainment.
Marilyn Towne. West Hall. to • r.r...e.se.p.e.o..r.e.e.4,
....
,
•
Don Cutter, Sig Ep ; Charlotte Rey- ;
VOUII LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
nolds, Portland, to Don Merrill,
Delta Tau; Jan Pette, Senior Resident. West Hall, to Charlie Brown,1
Lambda Chi; and Ann Cutts, Balentine. to Bill Cook, Sigma Chi.
Engagea:
Louise Litchfield, So. Estabrooke.
ti i Gus McIntire. Brunswick: Bev
Currier, Col, in. to Bob Smith. Phi
5TRPN D [
Nap: Dottie Butler, Balentine, to
11.1iNGOR
ARROW
Erv Marsden, Sigma Chi; Martha
11110N4)
Dec. 8. 9. 10
OXFORDS
Fogler. Balentine. to Don Hobbs.
"EASY LIVING"
Sigma Chi.
$3.95
Victor Mature, Lucille Bald
Wed. & Thurs., Dec. 7-8
Lizabeth Scott. Sonny Tuft-.
Double Feature
Married:
I.loyd Nolan
"TELL IT TO THE JUDGE"
Lois Coffin to Al Bull: and Mollie
Dee. 11, 12. 13, 14
6:30-9:12
"ALWAYS LEAVE THEM
McCuin to Johnny Parker.
Robert Cummings, Rosalind
LAUGHING"
The Phi Kaps had their Christmas
Russell
Milton Berle, Virginia Mayo
Formal last Friday night. The house
Plus
was attractively decorated with the
"GAY INTRE DElt"
It's one of Arrow's campus favorites, the wide-spread
Christmas theme in mind. A large
7 :55
ihn Emery, Tamara Gera
"Sussex" in fine Gordon Oxford fabric.
BANGOR
BY MARILYN HOYT
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HEINE'S BLEND
Idintitil PIPE TOBACCO,
OUTUII 105P CCO CO.. 411 Pr•noiral. St.,Calif.

Dec. 11, 12, 13
"ROCKET SHIP"
"MARS ATTACKS TI1E
WORLD"
Dec. 14, 15
"WE WERE STRANGERS"
Jennifer Jones, John Garfield
FRIEND IRMys

L.""- MY

Fri. & Sat., Dee. 9-10
"ABBOTT AND COSTELLO
MEET THE KILLER'S
with
Boris Karloff
Also Cartoons
Sat. Matinee 2:30; 6:30-8:25
Sun. & Mon., Dec. 11-12
"THAT FORSYTH
WOMAN" (Technicolor)
Greer Garson, Errol Flynn
Sun. Matinee 3:00 : 6:30-8:22
Tuesday, Dec. 13
"THE WINDOW"
Barbara Hill, Bobby Driscoll
Also short subjects
6:30-8:24

Arrow's smartly styled and long
wearing Oxfords are also available
In button-down and regular collars.
White and solid colors. See your
Arrow dealer!

ARROW SHIRTS
3D
TIES • UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS
•%%%%%%%%%%VeuVeMs%%••••WAVVYL%%Wal

Thum. Dec. 14-15
Double Feature
"RED HOT AND BLUE"
6 30-9:20
Betty Hutton, Victor Mature
Plus
"STAMPEDE"
7:54
Rod Cameron. Gale Storm
W

&

Bijou and 11pera House operate continuously frem 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices : 35C to 5 o'clock
••••
.1.4.441.0.4.4.......•~•••••••••••"
.
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ARROW DEALER
in Old Town

A. J. Goldsmith
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Petition System Met With Favor By Wheels
Francis Bean, senator ,Dunn): I , residtnts more of a chance. I hope it
A poll conducted among members
local student government has re- like the
tition system because it is , works as well as expected.
vealed that the consensus is in favor • similar to the one used in our state ! Haight Demeritt, president of
Men's Senate: I think the petition sysof the new petition system of selecting government. The petitioner gets to,
tem
is much better. It prevents wastclass officer candidates.
meet many people he would not have
ing of votes. It should stimulate interotherwise.
met
The question asked of student legisest in student gove:nment.
lators was: What is your impressionl Jim MeBrady, president, General
M. W. Fehl'.u, senator (Corbett):
of the use of the petition form for Senate: I am wholeheartedly behind
I
will string along with the old sysnaming all class officers?
the petition system. It gives dormitory
tem. Everything was working smoothly. T think the petition system will intensify the favoritism and cliques instead of doing away with them.

I
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PERFECT FOR
CHRISTMAS

Prospective Husbands
Should See Miss Reid
All veterans who are planning to be
married in the near future should notify Miss Reid at the Veteran's Education Office in 109 East Annex.
By doing so, they may obtain their
increased subsistence as soon as it
goes into force. The veterans can
thus save money and time that would
be lost.

The truly personal gift

A PORTRAIT BY

TED NEWHALL
ORONO

BANK BUILDING

Original Script Atomic Jalopies
On Radio Guild Not Possible,
Program
Says Physicist
"We will never be able to drive
our cars by atomic energy," Dr.
Farrington Daniels told the Society
of the Sigma Xi at the University of
Maine Monday night.
Dr. Daniels began by predicting
that in 100 years our oil resources
will be exhausted and in 3,000 years
our coal pile will be empty. There
will then be three sources of power
available—water, atomic, and solar.
Water power will be impractical,
sleav.ing atomic and solar energy, he
said.
"At present atomic energy can not
compete on a market with coal," Dr.
Daniels remarked. He said, however,
that since one pound of uranium will
equal a train of 100 cars of coal in
a few years, industrial application will
be practical. Atomic energy will be
practical in ships and large planes,
but not in cars because of the small
size of automobiles.
"Solar energy is still not practical,"
said Dr. Daniels, "although some
houses are today heated by sun rays."
He concluded:
"I am not worried about providing
enerizy 3000 years from now, but I
7,111 worried about war in the next
10 or 20 years.
att
(if itt,c'
il-ow,r will thi
cal ditliculties.

Two dramatic scripts, "The Necklace," by De Maupassant, and "The
Lost Key," an original by Stan Winslow, will feature the Maine Radio
Guild show this Sunday night at 10:30
over WLBZ.
The French classic is adapted for
radio by Al Weymouth and is directed
by Bill Mincher. Earle Stevens is
sound technician and Jerry Mudge is
acting as control chief.
The cast includes Gloria Noyes,
Bob Colby, Dorothy Miller, Jack Tilton, and Bill Messner.
The second script is directed by
Martin Needham, and the assistant
director is Bill Mincher. The cast
includes Robert Poulin, Bill Messner,
Bob Colby, and Earle Stevens.
Mincher is to handle the music and
Jerry Mudge is at the controls.

Call Orono 81:1 for Appointment
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Van Heusen dealers in Bangor
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Famous Artist's
Works Shown

Duo-fold

es.

for your Christmas vacation • • •
stock up on

249
4
1 SKI UNDERWEAR
Wear this specially designed ski underwear,
made in two thin layers. Plenty of warmth—
full freedom of action—no wool itch.

whites!

JOHNPAR
BANGnkmE•
Wide-spread
an Britt in
broadcloth or
oxford, $3.65
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Van Tux with fine
piquefront, $5.95

FLY HOME FOR CHRISTMAS
Ful. le— than rail fare

It's going to be a white Christmas in shirts and
if you're going to do your home town up right,
you'd better be well supplied. Popular daytime
shirt is the wide-spread Van Britt with French
cuffs. For evenings, it's Van Tux with French
cuffs... white pique front and attached widespread or regular collar. Look your best this
Christmas in Van Heusen shirts!

$35.00 New York Round Trip
Leave Dee. 16

Return Jan. 2

"MAKE RESERVATIONS BEFORE DEADLINE"
For detail. telephone Carl Leidy
No. Dorm 18A—Room 10A

LADIES' LOUNGING ROBES

Van -Henson .
shirts

Quilted and Satins

"the world's smartest*"

1 I IN riN

PHILLIPS -JONES CORP.. NEW YORK 1. N. Y.

;211-

itIld (4;14;1..

Ideal Christmas Gifts

Your VAN IIEUSEN Dealer
in Orono

ghe H. C.2‘ K. Store

E. J. VIRGIE

19 Nlill St.

Orono

FOR A CAREER
ABROAD...
The American Institute ler Foreign
Tradc offers intensive prefiessional
education for internatienat business.
* Principles and Practices of Foreign
Trade. Export•, miort procedures,
finance, accounting, marketing,advertising, international economics,
industrial relations.
tumdeierilc
"tiian SA
i a and thc Far East
*L
Aa
*Modern Languages
Spanish, Portuguese, Frcrch
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55 PICKERING SQ., BANGOR

The first exhibition of Norman
Kent watercolors ever to be shown
at the University is currently on view
in the art gallery of Carnegie Hall.
Twenty watercolor paintings of
varying quality are included in the
exhibition. Probably the best of these
are a few recent landscapes, which
show a maturity and a sureness of
conception lacking in the more conventional views of shabby houses and
deserted city streets.
Norman Kent, born in Pittsburgh,
was educated at the Rochester Institute of Technology and the Art Students' League.
One of America's outstanding
watercolorists and print-makers, he
has works in the Metropolitan Museum
of Art. the Library of Congress, Carnegie Institute, and the National Gallery of Canada. as well as in many
other famous galleries in this country and abroad.
He is a member of the Americ:iWatercolor Society, the Society ,
American Etchers, and the Connecticut Academy of Fine Arts, and he
was recently elected to membership in
the National Academy of Design.

Applications new being accepted fcr
February 19!0 semester

AMERICAN INSTITUTE
FOR FOREIGN iRADE
\',, lam t., !.c burr, Act,
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JOHN MURPHY

Pole B!ue Five
To Face Co!by
And Polar Bears

Tonight the Colby Mules will be
kicking up their heels on the Memorial
Gymnasium basketball court.
There was a time when mule heels
packed no wallop but those days are
over. Colby's athletic teams are in
their ascendancy.
By BOB SLOSSER
Last winter, Coach Lee Williams' basketball team won the
This week, fans will see
state title and this past fall, Walt
whether the Men of Rome can
Holmer's charges tied for the
rise to the heights of the ancients
football title.
or whether they will fall as did
last year's Pale Blue five, which
Far be it for the press on Mayalso defeated Bates in the opening
flower Hill to hide Colby's prowgame of the season.
ess behind a maiden blush of
Tonight the Bears go against the
modesty. They have been trumdefending champions of Maine, Colby.
peting theit glory from every hill
in the first home game of the year, and
top.
Saturday evening, they face an unThey (or so they said) recently sent
predictable Bowdoin quintet.
the athletic doormat of the state to the
Crucial Series Tilt
University of Maine. Every man to
Tonight's affair promises to be the
his own opinion. But tonight, let's help
The varsity basketball squad, which openel the 1949-50 season by defeating Bates. 51 to 38,
Rome Rankin's team remind Colby
last Saturday, will oppose Colby tonight in a crucial early season game. Members are, front row, battle of the year, determining who
will get the jump on the state series.
that the doormat is still in Waterville.
left to right, Larry Mahaney, Jack Christie, Lefty- Homans, Jack Leet, John Cervone. Art DentreBoth
teams have one league win under
Last Saturday at Bates, big Al
mont, Ralph Jewett, Lowell Osgood; back row, left to right, manager Cyrus Morgan, Don Kelsey.
their
belts, and the team to win toHopkins had his hands full with
Tucker
McAloon,
Vic
Leathers,
Hopkins,
John
Charlie Goddard, Bert Goddard, Wes Hussey, Al
night will be a heavy favorite to come
the Somerville family. Al and
—Newhall Photo
Woodbrey. and manager Lionel Kelley.
out on top in the end.
Slim Somerville. who attended
With Teddy Shiro and "Huck"
the Annex before transferring to
Finnegan pacing the Mules, many folBates, were engaged in a minor
lowers have picked them as the
altercation during the game
Piling up a 13-point lead in the first()
strongest team in the state. Their
when the Somervilles, Mr. and
half, Coach Rome Rankin's Black
branching out into big-time ball, playMrs., descended from the stands.
Bears opened their 1949-50 pursuit of
ing in the Boston Garden and also in
Mrs. S. proceeded to deal the
the State Series title with a 51-38 victhe mid-west, shows that they are exMaine guard several sharp blows
tory over Bates College last Saturday
pecting a powerhouse for the next
on die body before referee John
St Ski
at Lewiston.
few years.
Fortunato declared it no contest.
Meanwhile. Colby. which plays
Maine's frosh basketball squad will
Having played several games so far
Not to be outdone by his teammate, Snow which clogged highways,
defeated
Bowdoin
ColMaine
tonight.
clash
with the Middies from Maine this season also gives the Waterville
Bangor's own Bob Carpenter started slowed down buses and automobiles
to work on Bert (The Elder) God- and cancelled plane flights sent the lege, 60 to 44, in its opening game of Maritime Academy Saturday at 6:15 lads an experience advantage, since
the season. Tuesday night, the Mules p.m. to open an eleven game schedule. the Bears will only be playing their
dard. Sensing that things were movUniversity of Maine ski team through played William and Mary in the Bosing along rather slowly. Carpenter
The Junior Bears. under new coach second game under their new system.
its first full-fledged workout of the ton Garden.
The outcome of tonight's contest will
went into his act.
Hal Westerman. have a cluster of
season Monday afternoon.
It was sophomore guard Jack Chris- former high and prep school stars on also determine the favorite in the
Deftly he placed his elbow on
Ski coach Ted Curtis sent his tie who put Maine out front in the their roster and are expected to make Maine-Bowdoin game Saturday. The
Bert's nose and applied pressure
through a long workout in first half as he connected on six the going tough for the Sailors.
squad
Polar Bears went down last Saturwith a slow. Pvisting motion.
day
to Colby 60-44.
Several Maine players saved the preparation for the Franconia, N. H., straight shots. His 12 points along
Available for front court duty are
valiant Bobcat from death and giant slalom and cross country meet with 12 by big Charlie Goddard were Herb Osgood. Lin Carville. Hank Bowdoin Power Unknown
Not much is known about Dinny
he was banished to the sidelines scheduled for Dec. 17 and 18.
tops for the Bears.
Woodbrey. Dave Anderson. and Phil
Prior to Monday's six-inch snowalong with the 114)11-playing memLeading 34 to 21 at the half, Maine Hale. Ernie Sutton and Glenn Fol- Shay's Bowdoin club except that a
fall, the skiers had been confined to was played even by Bates during the som share the center spot while Joe pre-season gathering picked them as
bers of the Somerville family.
New uniforms are on the way for conditioning work. They had gone second half, each team scoring 17 Alex, Johnny Dana. Al Hackett. Joe the team to beat this year. As in footover the course many times—but points.
the basketball team.
Saunders and Ray Crosby are the ball. they have shown themselves to
be very inconsistent.
No longer will the Pale Blue of without skis.
Bob Carpenter was high scorer for guards.
The picture here at Maine finds the
Maine be attired in uniforms that
points.
Bates
with
a
total
of
nine
The Franconia meet will serve to
The Frosh schedule includes:
hopeful Romans raring to go after
combine several colors of the rain- warm up the team for the Annual
Last night, Bates and Bowdoin met
December 10. _ Maine Maritime
three days of hard practice spent ironbittw, including a brilliant yellow ap- Invitational College Ski Week spon- to fight for the early-season cellar poAcademy.
ing out the mistakes made against
parently destined for some other sored by the Sno-birds Club of Lake sition. Saturday, when Bowdoin is
January 14, Hebron Academy: 18, Bates.
but sent here by mistake.
Placid. N. Y., during Christmas va- scheduled for the Memorial Gym,
Classical Institute; 20. AroosCoburn
There is an air of optimism among
Jerseys will be white with pale cation, according to Curtis.
Bates will be at Colby.
Normal.
State
took
the players. but Coach Rankin has
blue trim around the neck and
February 8. game pending: 11. Old not been much of a prophet, being very
the shoulder straps. The pants
Town High; 17. Fort Fairfield; 18. non-committal about the strenth of his
are also w hite with a blue insert
Maine Central Institute; 20. Ricker squad. He commented that his boys
down the sides and a pak
College: 22. Higgins: 25. Port- looked very good at times against the
Junior
trim around the legs.
2
College.
cm:
it
•
Corbett
Junior
Frat
land
Bobcats, especially defensively. HowBlue sneakers, a la Mimic
9
Dunn 1
ever, he said, "They lost their poise
Island, will be added.
Team
Won Lost
Mite League
w hen Bates shifted from a zone deTo top off this costume, the
Southern League
2
0
3
New
Dorm
fense
to "man-to-man."
courtsters will have royal blue,
2
0
Phi Gamma Delta
West Oak
This could prove quite bothersome
trimmed-with-light-blue, warm2
0 South Apartments
Phi Kappa Sigma
siuce Colby reportedly uses a "sinkup suits.
2
0 Ocummo
Phi Mu Delta
2
1
The varsity indoor track team will ing man-to-man."
Fullback Gordon Pendleton and
Lambda Chi Alpha
1
1
South Hannibal Hamlin
open its regular season with the Bradley Injures Leg
guard Don Barron were both picked
1
2 Trailers
Alpha Gamma Rho
1
1
A sad note to Rankin was the report
Knights of Columbus Meet and the
on the second tea:n All-New England
1
2 North Hannibal Hamlin
Sigma Chi
()
Boston Athletic Association Relays, from the doctor that John Bradley,
football team.
0
2 Center Oak
Alpha Tau Omega
o
2
both in Boston. In the B.A.A. meet, promising sophomore forward from
This is a fitting tribute to the key
0
2 East Oak
Sigma Phi Epsilon
0
2
the
team will compete in the Yankee Gloucester. Mass., has been sidelined
players who sparked Maine to a tie
Northern League
until after Christmas vacation because
Conference one-mile relay.
North Dorm Division
for the Yankee Conference title. We
2
0 American League
Phi Eta Kappa
of an injured leg.
The schedule:
may have finished last in the state
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
2
0
2
The jovial coach said that Bradley
0
December 10. Frosh vs. Sophomores.
#2
series but that YC crown is the first
2
Tau Epsilon Phi
0
had
been pushing forward very fast.
0
Intramural:
January
17,
21,
K.
of
C.
#8
to come to Orono. The first of many,
1
0 #1
Kappa Sigma
and his absence will be a great loss to
at Boston.
we hope.
1
Delta Tau Delta
1
February 4, B.A.A at Boston: 18. the team.
#3
The Yankee Conference award, a
1
1
Beta Theta Pi
Rankin reported that he does not
Hampshire at Orono: 25. SpringNew
45
large bean pot, is on display along
0
Sigma Nu
2 #7
have a definite starting team as yet.
field at Orono.
with other trophies in the first floor
0
2 #4
Tau Kappa Epsilon
0
2
March 4, Northeastern at Orono: All of the men that played last week
corridor in the library.
0
3
Theta Chi
showed up well. with Jack Christie
II, Boston University at Orono.
0
3
;
#6
The inscription-1949 Connecticut
Division
Brick
Dorm
hitting
the net very accurately in the
National
League
171,1 Maine—sure looks good.
first half and Lowell Osgood playing
2
0
*10
Sign of the times (seen in the Blue League
Track Managers Needed an outstanding
0
defensive game.
2
0 *12
varsity locker room)—Referees Corbett 3
Track Coach Chester Jenkins has No Preliminary Game
2
0
2
0 #15
make fewer mistakes than YOU Corbett 4
issued a call for assistant managers.
According to Ted Curtis. faculty
2
0 *11
Dunn 3
do.
Freshmen
or
sophomores
interested
manager
of athletics, there will be no
*13
1
1
Deuces
More than 60 candidates have alshould see Coach Jenkins or manager preliminary game Thursday night,
1
1
*9
ready signed up for intramural hockey Corlett 1
0
2
Dave Knudsen any afternoon after 3 with game time set for between 8 and
1
2 *16
with the deadline set for Saturday. Dunn 2
o'clock
in the field house.
0
3
8:15.
*14
0
1
Dunn
4
Dee. 10. Teams will be picked Dec. 13.

Bears Topple Bates,51-38,With Big First Half

Snowfall A1Iows
1
Workout

Frosh, Mart me
ash Saturday

Intramural Hoop Standings
1

First Track Meet
o Scheduled Dec. 10

1
1

1
1
1

1

1

1
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Sudent Body Pledges Suffer And Like It
To Hear Romulo As Fraternities Hold Initictions
Next Month
-

c'L,ntinued from Page One)

He was the author of several best
sellers including "I Saw The Fall Of
The Philippines" (1942). and "I See
The Philippines Rise" 19461.
General Romulo received many hon. rs for his work in aiding the re-estab:ishment of the Philippine government
following the war.
Resident CommisoiDDDDer
He servo' as Resident Ciimmissii.fer
f the Pi•li:pines to the United Stateill I 4-1-46 and acting secretary of
In
in the cabinet of
President Sergio Osmena of the Phil1944-45.
H: tntir.
R..mulo received the First Annual
Medal A ward given by the
\V rid (;,.VC1-1111tIlt Nt"A Sin ,1 q47 for
in the United Nations for peace
'et rid govrmrnent. He received
-tveral other awards including the International Penjamin Franklin Socitty's Gold leclal for -distinguished
rid statesmanship in 1047."
Gi neral Romulo will mark his 49th
!irthday i in Jan. 14. just fonr days •
:"ere 1,;,
.
!•, Maine

ilkstabet Federal Rooms Bank

aIi'itincement
liich have
Heil are (
and ;_,Itend

it,

1'12.

ol.

IIILLSOI 11111E1E11E11' MIRO
For the 14eek of Dec. 5. 1919

To

ELAINE LOCKII IIIT
No. E.,taltr(141ke
In recognition of an ewellent performance in
—NItteh Ado About Nothing—

reuirietit of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL CLE4NING SERUCE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

HILLSON CLEANERS
Orono 647

18 Mill Street

•

•

aitat'ali•

"I LIKE CHESTERFIELD.
THEY'RE MY BRAND."

Second Wel! Baby Clinic
Will Be Held Saturday
The- second Maine Cub Well-It::
C:inic ‘‘ ill be held Satirday. Dec.
Merrill Hal!.
rcc,;,,•
P;:rents h ise
7
-41-4-410
C('71 1 :30 p.m. and 2 in.
r
7 art'llts W111 rec(ive notices
times by mail.
Any parent.; \‘.1.1., have :tot ii
arrangements with the clinic kill
to (10 So, should contact Mrs. H.
Sweet, 17-F1 So. Apts.. Orono.

Physics Course Recognized

t•

:.77. aide on the staff of General Dom.,las MacArthur at Bataan, Corregidor. )tlonday. Nov. 2t=.
wvaring.
-.11(1 Australia. first as a major in the
1H,rai!•ing. The 1e,t
pliklges did
For thrte do'
U. S. Army and later rising to the everytl.ing
i's lnt v, as being pushed down,
usnegie
rank of brigadier general in 1944,
Ea-4 and
(.1 upon and smeared.
lounge to serenading t.
He received numerous decorati,.1•• \Vest ball girl,
Sine ran to and from classes, not
for his part in the liberation of the
, r but goaded by their masters
Philippines including the Distinguish.,.
the cars behind them. Some
Service Cross of the Philippines, the Ann Dibblee Awarded
vsalked. speaking to no one. unsmiling,'
Gold Cross, the Silver Star. the Purple
l•reathing little.
Heart. a Presidential Unit Citation WAA Seal For 1949
Frtiitt all
iutv..ard apt earances.
with two Oak Leaf Clusters, the Philnn W. I h.bblee has been an- ; Hell ‘Veck and a book-reading, genippine Legion of Honor t Commander).
11,
as the v. inner of Women's eral cleanup Greek NVeck. were suePulitzer Prize Winner
fully carried CUL
Associatien's Seal Award
Athletic
A graduate of the University of the
Upperclassmen
maintained that last
1949.
Philippines. A.B., 1918, and Columbia for
ye,tr's
Hell
Week
was just as tough
highest
athletic
The
seal
is
the
University. M.A., 1921, Romulo received the Pulitzer Prize in Journal- award that can he won by a Univers l ankl sleepless, hut many agreed. in an
ism for distinguished correspondence fity of Maine woman. It is awarded nnot*ricial poll taken at most of the
in l942 for a series of articles on the on a basis id W.A.A. points earned, ht uses. that the pre-war height
• t yet fie ,.11 reached.
character.
Far Eastern situation just before the? scil,darship

nib( r 8. 19 19

OnMO* 1;Li *

STARRING IN

ICAPO DEADLINE"
150:AMOUNT PICTURE

'ix,

Ile an
.11

1444

*>.*Alot vototrlo
*•4*-ifo***,**
* loost41.' 44stert
,11- 4sio-evtirc*,
3Ce'44
•

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
tlso a factor in estat!iA.•.ng
credit and standing.

The
Merrill
Trust Company
W.'1 twill,* officio* in
Eastiorn Main*
Fiodotal Doposit Insiatanco Corp.

°1410/11011Xiti, .(ts,
4040804104404
•NP-16,...4411111
.
.
°
'
4*
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Rejf e mfisayRe0we jayjy_.//
/ /A'AMER/CA:5'COLLEGES
WITH THE TOP MEN IN SPORTS
WITH THE HOLLYWOOD STARS

Thi
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